In pursuit of modernity and principle of Asian architecture
through the Asian Contest of the Architectural Rookie's Award

YOUNGIL LEE
The objective of the Asian contest of the Architectural Rookie's Award is to review, judge,
and evaluate architectural works and ideas created by students studying architectural
designs in universities in Asia. As an entry qualification, a participant should be a third year
or younger university student who is chosen through domestic contests or singled out by
judgment of an individual university in each Asian country, based on architectural design
subjects assigned by each university. This contest is held in different Asian countries every
year in order to contribute to architectural education and establish rich networking
associated with modern architecture. The first memorial contest was held in Seoul, Korea,
in November, 2012. 17 representative students and 10 judging committee members from 4
countries - Japan, Korea, China, and Vietnam – participated in the contest which bloomed
into a diversified display of talented students’ works and ideas. (Picture 1, Drawing 1)
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The second contest was held in October, 2013 in Osaka, Japan. In addition to the 4
countries that participated in the first contest, it added 6 more countries - Malaysia,
Indonesia, Cambodia, Thailand, Myanmar, and India - and 23 representative students from
the total 10 countries rigorously competed to win the 1st prize. The 13-person judging
committee enthusiastically deliberated to decide the winner. (Picture 2, Drawing 2)
The other aim of this contest is to deepen cultural exchange among participants; it focuses
on architectural subjects that are associated with architectural education in each Asian
country and how the assigned subject is interpreted, presented, and featured in each
student’s work. As architecture is primarily based on cultures, this contest offers a great
opportunity for students to mutually understand and share different cultures through their
respective architectural styles. Having such an opportunity will also contribute to students’
education by exposing them to the cultural diversity in Asia. We can physically see and feel
the unique cultural context concealed in each presented architectural work in this contest.
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Each year, it is very meaningful and fun to contemplate the unique cultural context hidden
in Asian students’ works. When we try to determine which part of the existing cultural
contexts are multistoried and how new cultural contexts are enhanced in their
presentations, we can understand how the relevancy between the space and the place is
considered. It is very interesting to know that how to create the place and how to express it
in architecture based on the relevancy between the place and the space, and a sense of
using the space differs depending on the country and the region. By reviewing and
evaluating many architectural works in different cultures in this contest, we can recognize
diversity and similarity in Asian dwellings. The importance of this contest is to offer a venue
to create Asian architectural concepts through active discussions about the modernity of
Asian architects as well as to confirm how to nurture great architects who are able to
present such concepts in their works.
Whilst “the modern period belongs to Asia” has been spotlighted, the Asian Contest of the
Architectural Rookie’s Award transmits “culture as architecture” and “architecture as
culture.” Ever since many Asian countries adopted modern western architecture, architects
have struggled between the modern architecture and identity of each culture and have
used trials and errors to resolve the mutual disagreements inherent in the different
architectural techniques and characteristics. In particular, trials for merging one’s own
traditions into western architecture or interpreting traditional concepts into modern formats
often caused severe disputes in each country. Because these themes and subjects are still
very sensitive, we need to treat them prudently in architectural designs.
The ways of capturing and expressing cultures in Asian architecture are roughly classified
into three trends: The first way is to use western geometry for the building and add
essences of our own traditional spirit and culture to the inside space. This is the most
general and comprehensive way taken in Asian architecture. (Picture 3) The second way is
to create a totally new building and space based on the traditional lifestyle, materials, and
construction methods of a specific locality where those traditions still exist. (Picture 4)
The third way is to create a very modern building using modern construction methods. This
way allows for a specific atmosphere that contrasts the modern and the traditional. (Picture
5) Although these three ways seem to take different attitudes and stances toward culture
and tradition, they have been established as methods of expression and students have
presented logical development of these ideas within their works in the contest.
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These ways, of course, are not comprehensive regarding Asian architecture so we greatly
expect to see more diversified ideas based on each culture beyond these in future
contests.
In order to advance Asian architecture, it is very important to set a place like this contest to
share the common problems associated with traditional cultures in Asian countries and
struggle together to find better solutions through wise communication. In order to do so, it is
necessary to set up an organization and system to nurture excellent architects who are
capable of conceptual extraction of modern architecture in Asia and know-how of
architectural works. To this end, the Asian Contest of the Architectural Rookie’s Award
contributes to the establishment and further development of Asian architectural culture by
offering an opportunity for participants to touch, feel and discuss the different types of
individuality and versatility between Asian architecture and western architecture.
There is a variety of architectural subjects assigned by each country and university.
Contents of each subject differ depending on conditions; theme, type, size and level of
uniqueness, freedom, interest, creativity, and reality. The greatest feature of this contest is
to consider every aspect of these assigned conditions and make fair judgment of each work
on a level field. We analyze the contents of design subjects given to the students
participating in this contest and verify if the work relates well to the given subject. A
process of reviewing and sharing each subject with others in this contest will help to
improve and mature architectural education in Asia.
As for judgment in this contest, relevancy between a program in architecture and usage of
the space is a primary focus. Students are expected to submit their own interpretation to
the program and create a unique space with good relevancy according to the given subject.
Judges also expect to see a work that has a very powerful and strong presentation in its
space, as if it destroyed and re-built the existing concepts for space, supported by great
program or a work that was created with clear and unique equity objectivity. Thus; judges
evaluate students who create space with his/her own words and story and give
presentation utilizing unique models, drawings, and panels that match the image of the
space.

Reviewing the two contests in the past, there were many excellent works full of skillfulness
of spatial structure, rich expressions, creativity of models, and unique ideas.
In the first contest, the majority of works presented were exhibit halls or cultural and
memorial facilities, such as schools, residential houses, and commercial facilities. Recently,
design subjects expand their scopes widely so that students are able to choose themes
freely in addition to ordinary commercial buildings such as museums, schools, and office
buildings. More and more subjects allow programs where students can adopt unique ideas
now.
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For instance, a work that won the first prize is an excellent example, demonstrating that the
student sufficiently understood the contents of the given subject and developed it for space
creation skillfully. (Picture 6,7) This design subject allowed for students to choose a building
site and an object memorial theme freely and express image for the space and the program
without limitation. The students selected a person who might be suitable to represent the
space and appropriate building site and created concepts that will be transferred into the
space. Then, the students finally achieved their original expression of the space through
trial and error while keeping consistency between the selected representing person and the
site. This work was planned as a memorial space for a poet; the architecture let people feel
the equity and worthiness of the poet while physically experiencing the space created in the
building. Light goes into the building as if it was guided from the gaps created by the layers
of non-linear curved frames on the wall and the play between space and light looks
extremely unique and creative.
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The other work that became the talk of the contest is a stone garden or Sekitei created by
Japanese students. (Picture 8, Drawing 3) This work was chosen in the top 5 works in the
contest as the idea is very interesting and unique. The subject is to design a residential
house for a young family and a family structure and area for building were set. However,
the subject also asked to create something interesting regardless of the limitation and

conditions that restrict free ideas. Based on such requests of the subject, the student
focused on the way of using a stone. A big stone was placed into a hole assuming the
space created with this stone a house. Architectural designs with such unique equity are
very important for architects in the future and judges also value and encourage such works.
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In the second contest, there were more design subjects that requested multiple programs
for exhibit halls, community and cultural facilities rather than simple buildings.
The work received the 1st prize planned for memorial space for a painter of suibokuga or
ink-wash painting. (Picture 9, Drawing 4) It was highly evaluated as it created a sharp and
overwhelmingly powerful space representing the harsh and linear style of this painter’s
works. The work titled “Inside Out, Outside In” represented by students in China was a very
strong contender for the 1st prize, though was not chosen. (Picture 10, Drawing 5) Its
program combined a residential house and meditation space. The extremely sophisticated
composition of the space that blurs inside and outside of the house, giving it character.
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Works by students in Korea were quiet in general but the language expression used for the
presentation was sophisticated. The calm space is truly impressive. (Drawing 6)
The work of students in Thailand was cultural center. The dynamic space looks very
attractive as it captures ASEAN as one big country while adding an essence of tradition
through motifs of woven traditional costumes from each country. (Drawing 7) Students of
Vietnam presented an idea for a kindergarten. (Drawing 8) They carefully studied the
delicate subject - kindergarten - for its program and created the work respectfully with great
relevancy of space and function. The work by students from Malaysia focused on the
relationship with the peripheral and considered the community for its area composition,

which is characteristic. (Drawing 9) Students in Indonesia created a space based on their
analysis of
the area within the context of the city. (Drawing 10)
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The work by students in India used a concept of from the ancient and traditional spirit of
Yoga for its meditation space creation. (Picture 11) Students in Cambodia studied
characteristics of traditional Khmer architecture and style from the view point of particular
climate and created a concept of the building space. (Drawing 11) It was also interesting to
see that the students of Myanmar challenged a comparatively new design for space
creation in their work. (Drawing 12)
In the 1st contest held in Seoul, we all could share the feeling of great potential of Asian
architecture. We, then, could recognize more potential and versatility of Asian architecture
in the 2nd contest in Osaka, Japan. The presented works initially depended on the contents
of subjects assigned by universities, however, different characteristics of each country’s
work are getting clearer and more revealing with each contest.
This shows that the correct solution as established in architecture is not always a logical
result; architecture rather embraces versatility through the creation process. Therefore, it
is important for all of us to carefully consider, verify, and review solution presented in each
work and thoroughly evaluate and find out an absolute reason why such solution was
chosen among others in the creation process. When countries or universities demonstrate
similarities, we can identify their trends and unique characteristics.
Regarding the works by students in Japan, they displayed spaces with freedom and rich
imagination based on unique equity. They are rather pure architectural ideas that utilize the
structural usability of the architecture and powerful space creation as found in urban
context. On the contrary, works of Southeast Asian countries are based on tropical
architecture that appreciates particular elements such as window flow, sun shade, green
color, and ventilation due to a climate of perpetual summer. Many works also spotlighted
realistic and common problems associated with infrastructure, garbage disposal, low
income restrictions, traffic jams, water pollution, etc., in urban cities and were presented as
“architectures to resolve urban problems.” In such works, analysis and planning from the
urban standpoint was emphasized compared to the persuasion of individual and unique
building space. Works of students in Korea and China showed more logical and
sophisticated space than using imagination for space composition. They took variety of
approaches that covered a wide range, from urban context to quality of space.
As for our challenge, we will continue to work on establishing a scheme to hold domestic
contests in each participating country. If each country can hold contests to discuss
architectural education, review students’ works and send the selected works in advance, it
helps to make our contest sustainable and forward-thinking.
Having such scheme will also cause “spillovers” to the Asian architectural education and
drive the continued development of the entire architecture field. Although this international
contest is still young, its effect has been appearing gradually. For instance, students who
participated in the contest were greatly stimulated and motivated by others’ works and
ideas and appreciated the good opportunity to review their works objectively. They shared
what they experienced in the contests and stimulated other students. The Asian Contest of
the Architectural Rookie's Award actually motivated many students. They try to improve
their works through study and presentation in this contest.
The 3rd Asian Contest of the Architectural Rookie’s Award in 2014 will be held in China. We
would like to make this upcoming contest a place to have mature cultural exchanges about

architecture and we expect new findings and developments beyond the scope of the two
past contests. In terms of language and communication, our policy values communication
in one’s own language as a part of culture and presentation will be carried out in the
presenter’s own language. However, this may have certain restrictions due to time and
budget. Presenters basically prepare and make presentations in their mother tongue. We
will need a feasible way to keep this process smooth and stimulate active discussions and
comment making with the help of interpreters.
We believe all the works participated in the contest are sufficient for thorough judgment and
pay a full respect to them. Although we choose the 1st prize in the contest, ranking will vary
depending on the judges participating every year. In order to make an impartial judgment, a
judge is not allowed to cast a vote for a work from his/her country. For screening the works,
each judge gives a clear reason of recommendation and judgment by a signature vote. In
this way, participating students can take objective views of advantage and disadvantage of
the works and use the reviews for their future creations.
We all hope that the Asian Contest of the Architectural Rookie’s Award can be a place
where talented students and committee members gather, discuss and evaluate works, and
consider architectural education and modern architecture in Asia. Through this contest, it is
greatly expected that participating students will actively take part in architectural culture
and modern architecture in Asia and then be successful in driving architecture globally.
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